Star Wars

Part 1 Camp Spotlight

June 11-15, 2018
1:00-4:30 PM, $37 per day
Make it a full day for $74 by adding
a morning camp!

Summary - The Force will be strong in all that come to Airborne! Campers
will be fully engrossed in the gigantic Star Wars universe. Our boys and
girls will become young Jedi and develop their lightsaber skills, battle the
dark side, and make cool crafts like Death Stars and BB8.
Monday - The Force. Discover the forces all around you,
young Jedi! We will use Jedi stones (aka magnets) to work
on our Jedi mind control, and use static electricity to carry
balloons across a circuit of mats without using our hands.
Tuesday - LightSabers. You have earned your own
lightsaber! We will begin the day making lightsabers that we
will use throughout the day. Jedi will use their lightsaber to
knock down Empire buildings (foam towers) and keep Rebel
ships in the air .
Wednesday - “Padawan” is a term used for children who
have the force and will develop into Jedi. We will wear
traditional Padawan robes for some of our rotations while
working Jedi acrobatic skills, develop stealth through the
laser maze, and practice team work!
Thursday - Spaceships & Droids It isn’t Star Wars without
plenty of spaceships and droids! We will be building ships out
of mats, and working to cross the green galaxy without falling
off our ships! Our Jedi will have to program their droid (blindfolded partner) to cross the ocean without being caught by the
sand people (touched by at mat), and we will make our own
death stars as a craft!
Friday - Time for Battle. This is the official battle day - Jedi
versus Sith! Lots of games with a Star Wars twist! Our
coaches will be embracing the dark side and our campers
will need to work together to defeat the Sith once and for all!
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